Can't find a condom with an elastic ring that fits me! [1]

Dear Alice,

I am finding that the thin ring of the unrolled condom cuts into the base of my penis, especially the urethra tube. I am just below average length, but over 7.5 inches in circumference at the base. All sizes of condoms have the same effect. Please suggest something please.

? from painfully pinched

Answer

Dear painfully pinched,

A variety of condoms is available, with new ones being introduced all the time. Not all have the same circumference and some have more elastic "give" than others. In addition, some condom manufacturers offer specialized sizes and styles, such as "large" and "extra large," but this may or may not affect the rubber band elasticity. As a result, it's a good idea to try on a variety, and see which brands and styles you like more than others. You might also be interested to know that several condom manufacturers actually market sized-to-fit condoms. These companies offer a variety of sizes (between 55-95 different ones!) where penis length and circumference measurements correspond with letters and numbers to create a custom size. Availability of these sized-to-fit condoms vary between countries.

So, unless you really have tried every available brand and type (not limiting yourself to the few kinds usually available at your local drugstore), you might do a little extra research. You can order condoms by mail, over the Internet, or by visiting a sexuality specialty store, such as Condomania. There you have the bonus of getting direct customer service to ensure better matches for you. You can also ask around, as silly, private, or embarrassing as it may seem, and see what brands have worked for other men with similar discomfort with the elastic ring of the condom. Once you have your new finds, test them out, on your own or with a partner. It's likely that you will find a condom that won't leave you feeling painfully pinched anymore.

Condoms with water-based lubricant on them are both easier to get on and more comfortable. Also, applying a dab of water-soluble lube to both the inside and outside of the condom (outside only once it's covering your erect penis) eases penetration, enhances comfort and pleasurable sensations, decreases friction, and reduces risk of condom breakage.

If after experimenting with A LOT of different varieties of condoms, you've truly exhausted every possible alternative and still can't find a comfortable condom, then perhaps you could ask your partner if s/he would be comfortable using female condoms. The female condom is...
effective against pregnancy and most STIs for vaginal sex. The female condom can also be used during anal penetration/intercourse with the removal of the inner ring, but it is not marketed for this use at this time.

Hope this helps,

Alice!
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